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Humble Enunciation of Intentionality 

Fear is a very powerful element of consciousness. It is there to ensure a 

specific success for every living being. Like all powerful things, we all feel 

innately inclined to bow to fear; be in awe of it. But then; this is exactly 

what, fear has been installed for, in our mind mechanism. Evolution’s 

design seems to put specific things with singular intentionality and 

determined outcomes. Probably; successes of stupidities are coded in these 

‘singularly determined’ eventualities, which human consciousnesses aptly 

seed up in cultures. However; in progression of time and space linearity; 

the intentionality gathers additional hues and colors. Complexity seems to 

be the innate accomplishment of evolutionary progression. 

Most tragically; the fear spectrum of a person, in so-called modern, 

civilized, educated and cultured human world, is dominated by those fears, 

which humans; not nature; have meticulously invented for other fellow 

humans. The fear of ridicule, bullying, shaming, failing, violating, even 

crying and most importantly; the fear of being misunderstood, et al; are 

probably not what evolution originally designed for humanity. These are 

ingenious Emergence in the linearity of progression in time and space; as 

human life-living proceeded towards complexities and avowed ‘successes’. 

A seed has to germinate and branch off as a full blown tree! This is the 

‘creditable’ historicity of human species – Nature provides them something 

and humanity adds its own enterprised shades, which science lovingly calls 

learnt or evolved behavior. It is amazing how most learning of human 

intelligent workshop turn out to be weapons for dehumanizing fellow 

humans! 

Humanity’s worst fears are orchestrated by fellow humans, especially 

those, in ambient milieus, around a person’s interactional plexus. They all 



however, serve the singular purpose, what fear has been designed for; even 

though they seem learnt behaviors. Science tells us; nature installed six core 

emotions of fear, anger, happiness, sadness, surprise and disgust and long 

evolution of humanity added its emergent shades into them and now we 

have over 35-40 types of evolved emotions; termed learnt behavior. 

Why and how these learning about probable shades happen and why almost 

always, these learning are largely oriented towards depravity and 

criminality of intentionality are questions, not sufficiently addressed by 

humanity; especially core science, as they are probably accepted as 

manifestations of a Reality; not the Reality itself. The seed is Reality; a tree 

is emergent manifestation. 

This Emergence of varied shades of experiential states, out of the singular 

Intentionality of a specific success-purpose, designed by evolution, which 

the scientists call ‘learned behavior’, probably is exclusive ‘empowerment’ 

of human cultural maturity. It seems; nature and its evolutionary designs 

should ideally be absolved of culpability as it installed this seemingly 

innocuous intentionality of adaptation in living beings. It is another domain 

as how this singular-determined-specific intentionality of adaptations 

unleashed the ingenious emergence of crafty and calamitous artistries of 

deception, depravity, criminality and shameless hypocrisies. 

This is some twist in the nature’s success-code, which humanity has seldom 

bothered to enquire into and enterprise some correction. The code is in the 

seed of adaptations and the tree of emergent pathologies in human cultures 

shapes up as competitiveness for survival. The Tree finally alters the 

genetics of the seed itself as adaptations get evolved into brutal criminality 

of subjugation of others for survival-successes. This is learnt behavior! 



This Reality needs to be deliberated upon and its mechanism-processes 

deciphered; for larger benefit of your life-living wellness. The so-called 

manifestations, which are intrinsic part of the emergence processes of 

realities in linearity of time progression, require clarity of understanding; 

not only for individuals but chiefly for society-culture-polity landscapes. 

The idea of Emergence also therefore needs to be unraveled and understood 

in its holism and entirety. Like most ideas; emergence is also more 

misunderstood than actual. It has to be, as emergence is very profound 

reality and it is; like most realities; layered and multidimensional. Most 

profound ideas, like success, are innately mishandled and depraved by 

humanity. Human genius has its own emergent artistries! 

It seems an interesting and not so amazing coincidence that what evolution 

proposed and pronounced billions of years back; humanity followed it up 

and added dimensions to it, when they created their societies, cultures and 

civilizations, billions of years later. The ‘seed’ intentionality of evolution’s 

natural design was duly and diligently replicated and forcefully embedded 

in the very structures and functions of what humans themselves created. 

This man-made milieu facilitated the seed to blossom up in full blown tree 

of intentionality. 

Look at the brilliance of diversities of frills and fitments of Fear-Spectrum, 

which humanity has meticulously adorned the primeval and original design 

of Survival Fear with, installed by nature. The massive and intricate 

architectures of criminality and depravity, dominating the contemporary 

human landscapes of society-culture-polity-economy-faith, are deemed to 

be the emergent manifestations of the singular-specific emotion of survival 

fear. Better not to complicate the idea by adding up the golden 

embroideries of hypocrisy, invented shamelessness, chiseled out attitudes, 

canvassed deception, et al, on the fabric of human intentionality. 



This somehow hints at the hypothesis that evolution is a calibrated 

progression of the emergent complexities and conflation of brain, as it is 

where all intentionality are processed, to stand as dimensionality of reality. 

The physical world, as well as the singular media of observance of all 

probabilities of realities therein, known as Consciousness; are all evolving 

and emergent realities; or at least their manifestations, within the massive 

structures and plexuses of brain states. Scientifically; brain is the key, if not 

singular media of consciousness and therefore; brain can very well be 

accepted as the micro model of the macro reality spectrum in the external 

milieus. That is why; if consciousness, intentionality and emergence, et al, 

are understood in their holism and entirety, this would manifest in lived out 

wellness, successes and excellence. Naturally; unraveling brain is seed-

proposition. 

Somehow; it is worth a serious thought to reflect upon; if evolution is 

largely accepted as a stupid engineering, aimed not at excellence but bare 

basics of survival; what should one consider the human cultures and 

societies, which typically are replication of intent and content of evolution? 

If evolution is primarily accepted as a mechanism, not of superior 

construction but parsimonious patching up; can humanly designed cultures 

and systems be accepted as excellence of causal construct or simply as 

casual tidying up maneuverability? This question is critical as it shall lead 

us to larger inquisitions about why emergent realities; especially in human 

world, seem to have embedded orientation towards entropic-pathological 

propensities? This may help decipher the seeds of criminality-depravity of 

larger humanity. The probable answers have been attempted by philosophy 

since centuries but it must be answered singularly by pure science. 

This is important as we have a strong scientific hypothesis that human brain 

being a micro model of macro cosmic reality, what human brains 



‘consciously’ designed in society-cultures, must ideally be manifestations 

of the original design of nature and evolution. Given that hypothesis; it is 

critical question, whether the prolonged and sustained history of human 

criminality and depravity and societal hypocrisy towards them are true and 

actual reflections of the same pathological propensities in cosmic reality or 

are they diseased emergence of something massively gone wrong with 

human consciousness, in the long time progression of millions of years? In 

simple words; whether the ‘trouble’ lies with cosmic construct itself and 

emergence processes therein; or it is the human brain states and plexuses, 

where pathologies are manufactured? Humanity needs scientific answers. 

However, this ‘success’, which fear is supposed to ensure for all living 

being, is very restrictive and singular. This primeval and specific success, 

which we know as Survival Fitness, is what almost all other core emotions 

of humans – anger, happiness, sadness, surprise and disgust, are innately 

aligned to and ensure. Interestingly, a comedian said, ‘all that hurts you and 

all that you hate others doing to you, are actually going to help you become 

successful’. This probably explains why most successful people are nasty 

and with determined propensities for hurting all and sundry! This however 

requires scientific corroboration. 

Tough it is, to go beyond fear and traverse precarious potentials of probable 

forays into unverified landscapes. Why? Primarily, may be because, 

evolution being a stupid engineering, it entrenched all its designed codes 

into primary brain states, which work subconsciously in auto-mode action-

reaction cyclicality. And; as we talked earlier; the brilliantly ‘endowed and 

empowered’ human society and cultures so meticulously bombard full 

spectrum of fears in every child to ensure that he or she grows up to fit into 

this singular success of survival fitness. The emergent realities in human 

world seem to innately follow the code of seed-causality, entrenched by 



evolutionary design. The human genius however is in adding shades of 

dimensions into the originality and primeval. 

There is a very thin line of this societal-cultural benchmarking of success. 

Anyone digressing even slightly is bullied, ridiculed, violated, abused, 

emotionally bulldozed and even physically brutalized to quickly and 

permanently fall in line. Even small kids do all these to each others. Often; 

growing up and maturing for average child means, he or she hones up these 

skills and adds dimensionalities to their expressions. It is wired into human 

brain’s subconscious states. The society, cultures; especially the state 

authority and systems use brute power of fear, for all minds to fit into the 

benchmark of life-living successes. Success is Life; options for failure must 

therefore be brutally killed. 

The socio-cultural-political-faith forces have also very clearly defined the 

benchmarks of this populist success, to which they incessantly align every 

new born human with tools of fears, to ensure; nobody dares to stray away 

from this singular success pathways. Many may see hypocrisy into human 

affairs in socio-cultural-political domains as they profess welfare of 

individuals and still enslave them with all sorts of restrictions and 

violations of liberties. In reality; there is no hypocrisy. From an individual 

to collective will of society and polity; intentionality of all shades are 

guided and energized by this powerful emotion of making others fear, so 

that they all fall in line with either an individual’s perception of survival 

success or that of the collective will. The mechanism is singular without 

hypocrisy. 

However, there seems divergence and hypocrisy in processes at different 

levels because, there are varied dimensions of fears and suitably, there 

happens to be many shades of successes. The generic elements of fear and 



success remain unchanged; specifics are divergent, playing out differently 

at various levels. Very naturally, globally; the stupid engineering in all 

societies-cultures-politics-faith systems is singular and universal. The 

embedded reason for this ‘universality of intentionality’ seems to be the 

singular media of brain. Evolution seems to have invested all its precious 

resources in the dictatorship of brains. Some scientists lovingly call the 

Free Will as ‘tyranny of neurons’! Human brain probably lifted up this 

‘intentionality’ to innovatively different levels of variety and intensity. 

Human brain is a brilliant media of complex Emergence. Humanly 

engineered world therefore seems to have myriads of shades of 

mesmerizing tyrannies, culturally propounded as success-codes. 

But then, a handful of humanity has always understood the hidden 

embedded ‘Code of Intentionality’ and its stupidity-hypocrisy in human 

mechanisms as well as their work-systems. Therefore, they could probably 

have the will and wherewithal to re-write the codes of successes, away and 

above all the rigid populist; often scammed nomenclatures of righteousness 

and appropriates. Rather interestingly; this alternative Intentionality also is 

emergent manifestation of the same brain. 

Though there have only been handfuls of humans, in long history of human 

civilizations to decipher it; it sure is not very difficult to see, visualize and 

unravel the deep-rooted and ensconced animalism in human society-

cultures-polity-faith. Seeing, visualizing and internalizing the 

restrictiveness, slavery, repetitiveness and suffocating optionlessness of 

populism and cultural benchmarking is the first step towards finality of 

emancipation of Consciousness and Cognition. Once, we unravel the 

Causalities of Realities, especially the brain-induced emergent expressions 

and manifestations of realities; the pathways for freedom of consciousness 

and cognition open up. 



This I say with all humility and sincerity at my behest that my type of 

writing simply cannot happen, if I do not consciously drop my fear and 

voyage beyond. It needs not only understanding of Reality in a novel and 

alternative ways with non-intuitive cognition; rather, it requires a very 

aware and powerfully oriented Consciousness with loads of compassionate 

amicability towards all. I can write and I am onto my 53rd eBook, now in 

your hands, because I have unlearnt the innate and entrenched proclivity of 

passion to seek ‘success’, in an enterprise. I accept myself and all others as 

a very stupid design but with a huge potential, as we all have this magical 

brain, facilitating a brilliantly probabilistic Consciousness. 

As I write, I dwell upon this dualism of pathologies as well as potentials of 

human brain and its emergent Consciousness, to underline, how we all can 

optimize our life-living potentials by understanding the mechanisms and 

processes of this Dualism, entrenched in our brain states and its incessant 

interactions with external milieus of society-culture-polity-economy-faith. 

We are the savage Beasts with potentials of pinnacles of Humanity. 

We all need to understand our own body-brain design, its potentials as well 

as restrictiveness and also the grassroots realities of probabilities of 

pathologies, embedded in the very construct of all humanly designed 

systems of society-culture-polity-faith. We need to accept that any 

enterprise, beyond fear and fixed success benchmarks have since ages been 

promptly termed as stupidity. It sure is, as anything in contravention of 

safety of certitude and established propriety is undoubtedly a stupidity in 

populist perceptions. 

However, there is one domain of human society, where stupidity is not only 

forgiven, accepted, but also somehow appreciated. The scientific world and 

community is the place. Probably; it is so because for science, success does 



not mean arriving and being ensconced at a place of certainty. Rather, 

science seeks journeying probabilities and novelties to remain invested in 

unraveling and deciphering all probable dimensions of Reality. The utility-

worth of Beyondness; even when ensconced in glory of arrived successes, 

is what science professes as creed of human excellence; which populist 

perceptions are prompt to label as Stupidity. This is the trajectory of 

objective knowledge and science is the process of journeying the 

knowledge landscapes. It is stated in subdued voices that it is better to be 

journeying stupid than being an arrived genius; still, vociferous populism 

never accepts it. 

That is probably why; my stupidity does not fear and it journeys and 

ventures into inquisitions of unverified and uncertain landscapes of 

probabilities, in ways, which may very compassionately be accepted as 

scientific philosophization. This is the journey of seeking deep questions 

and deliberating probable answers. This journey becomes possible as 

science itself is in unending journey to decipher many realities. Knowledge 

process is all about being aware of all probabilities of realities. 

As I am beginning to write my 53rd eBook, I am more than sure that my 

thoughtful and empathetic readers understand, why I share with them, what 

I have internalized in my life, with the tools of exploration, science has so 

generously provided to humanity. You, joining me, to some distance in this 

journey, is what makes it a propitious enterprise. Thanks! 

** 

 

 

 



At The Very Outset… 

There is a new inquisition in modern human milieus, among youth; 

predominantly among the young women, about the utility and inevitability 

of marriage. They may have different reasons for not marrying but there 

seems a blossoming discomfort with the idea of sharing personal space 

with other, against whom, both men and women seem to have incremental 

distrust and disengagement. This is a situation, many people think as a 

newly emergent trend in contemporary society but the reality remains that it 

is something, which was always there among men and women, as it is an 

entrenched conflict of life-living. As men and women, society-cultures, as 

well as the very idea and intentionality of marriage have evolved in time 

and space; the stress and intricacies of the conflict have also become 

complex. Somehow, this undercurrent of mounting emergent complexities 

is omnipresent in all contemporary human realities. 

The primeval conflict is about accommodation and alignment of two 

elements or entities, perceived to be innately divergent and competing. 

Somehow, many may believe it as a failure of the institution of marriage 

but the other side of this reality is the mismanagement of perceptions of the 

two participating entities of man and woman, about the core idea of 

marriage; about the emergent spectrum of Conscious Choices as well as the 

emergent Individuality; in their entirety, totality and holism. 

We are not elaborating on the deep psychology and mind mechanisms 

behind this aversion for a proposition called marriage but there is a simple 

idea to understand its reality. Somehow, it is brain’s innate design to bypass 

complexities, which are not well deciphered and patterned by its neural 

plexuses and pathways. Human brain is a marvel and it can handle massive 

complexities but for this an individual has to consciously face up 



complexities and understand its structures and functionality. If not, then it 

is innate tendency of brain to close up to complexities. This is done by 

putting upfront a singular and coherent intentionality of denial. It is 

popularly said, ‘If you can’t understand a reality; best it is to deny its very 

existence’. 

This is the primary reason, most people turn dogmatic, when faced with 

complexities of life and when they fail to apprehend complexities of life-

living realities. Denial and later deception is what brain comes up with 

when faced with lack of understanding. Marriage and its denial seems 

essentially a reactionary response of brains not understanding the 

embedded as well as emergent complexities of marriage and many other 

contemporary human realities. 

Almost similar situation stands between the two elements or entities of 

Science and Art. Their marriage is not happening in many spheres of life-

living and in other spheres, it is in deep troubles. The primary trouble 

remains with the perception about the content and intent of science and art; 

very much like the vitiated and partial perception about consciousnesses of 

man and woman. The secondary problem is about the idea of union, 

togetherness, mutuality and assimilation; as well as the emergent 

complexities in it, which may be labeled as marriage and marriage-ability. 

As both men and women need to reinvent and reorient themselves and their 

perceptions to understand their true personalities as well as the utility-worth 

of marriage; similarly science and art also have to redesign and remodel 

their relationship to install such richness and prosperity in their coming 

together, which can benefit humanity in optimizing its true potentials. 

The genuine inquisition is – Why Marriage? There can be many 

perspectives and dimensions to the answer of this question about the 



validity-utility-worthiness of marriage. However, one of the most important 

dimensions is probability of the reality that marriage may be accepted as a 

microcosmic model of the macrocosmic reality of the cosmos, which a 

person; be it a woman or a man; has to journey in her or his life-living span. 

How? We have already deliberated this metaphor. 

There is a brilliant example in science, about the artistry of evolution, as we 

now witness and are also very much a part of. The single cell organism 

happened on earth around 3.5 billion years back. However, it took around 

another two billion years for this single cell organism to evolve into multi-

cellular organism. Multi-cellular organisms appeared only around 500 

million years back. One of the scientific hypotheses is that probably, the 

single cell was too reluctant to forego its freedom and align with other cell 

to journey a commonly evolved emergent pathway of evolving. But then, as 

the single cell dropped its reluctance and entered into alliance and union 

with another cell, multi-cellular reality happened and it paved the 

evolutionary pathways for complex and highly evolved species, 

culminating into creation of the magical species of humans. 

If this hypothesis exemplifies the worthiness of marriages as a ‘media’ for 

emergence of novel and alternative dimensions, then we can say; marriage 

happens for potential optimization of a person; man or woman; as it makes 

an individual understand and accept the core and critical importance of 

other in the extensive milieus as well as the magicality of emergent 

realities, which this interactional trajectories and consequential complexity 

journey. Marriage as interactional media for emergent utilities of involved 

complexities and as a micro model of cosmic construct and its holism needs 

to be internalized. 



The infinite cosmos is full of probabilities and there are infinite entities. 

Every entity or element is in interaction with other and in science, we study 

these interactions as fundamental forces of reality of cosmos. The standard 

model of physics accepts four forces of interactions, namely, 

electromagnetic force, strong nuclear force, weak nuclear force and gravity. 

These interactions lead to novel and alternative probabilities and as these 

probabilities happen, reality is diversified and life-living prospers. The term 

‘complexity’ may not be appropriate to describe the emergent interactional 

restructuring of what contemporary science says is essentially information. 

We shall talk about this later. 

The Interactions engender and make Emerge, the realities of mass and 

bonding, which in turn create the magnificent and amazingly precarious 

world of physical realities. Marriage therefore seems like, as we said above, 

a micro model of the macro reality of cosmos. The metaphor of marriage 

signifies and exemplifies this actuality that every entity is in innate and 

constant probabilistic interactions with other elements and entities. It needs 

to be internalized that interactions are inevitable and entrenched in the very 

process of emergence of Reality, as Information of different nature and 

propensities must interact. In a way; man and woman are two shades or 

dimensions of some information, which shall innately interact. The so-

called duality is universal and embedded in information. A coin cannot 

come with only one face of either heads or tails. 

This is the emergent landscape of many other probabilities. These 

interactions may be competing-complementing, attracting-repulsive, good 

or bad, right or wrong, et al. All these situations are probably only a 

cultural nomenclature. Reality seems to stand purely as probabilistic and 

value-neutral. The criticality is positioned not in information but probably 

in the propensities as well as interactional trajectories of Information. In 



that sense, man or woman is not critical reality but their interactions and 

consciousnesses are. 

There is a science as well as art in these Interactions. Marriage; like all 

other realities; has its own science and art. Within the union of man and 

woman at the precinct of marriage; there is a vast landscape of interactional 

structures and complex functionalities of the union between science and art. 

These interactions engender the fundamental forces, which prosper, evolve 

and diversify the reality of utility-worth in life-living. An individual man or 

woman may remain unwilling to forego its freedom like this single cell 

organism. Every individual is entitled to visualize and prioritize his or her 

choices. However, once the ‘single cell’ decides (probably taking too long 

after 2 billion years!) to weigh down its unfettered freedom, it opens up 

probabilities of a very meaningfully diversified and beautifully complex 

world of millions of ‘species’. 

Very naturally; as common sense may present itself; every man or woman 

would love to forego part of his or her freedom, if in bargain they are 

assured such a diversified, meaningful and beautiful world; post marriage. 

The singular trouble is – most women and men do not trust this probability 

in modern contemporary milieus of deception, distrust and disorder. They 

probably weigh very high, the certitude of reasonable peace and poise, 

living out alone. The growing precariousness and pathological probabilities, 

involved in contemporary marital milieus can make any reasonable person 

be wary of taking this big step ahead to enter the portals of shared 

potentials. If the single cell organism took two billion years to decide about 

letting go of its bachelor status; it must have its good reasons and we can 

only hypothesize. 



In this eBook, we are deliberating about an idea, which works when the 

magic of marriage of science and art materializes and hits its potentials. We 

are essentially deliberating on the idea of Interactional landscapes and its 

Emergent probabilities, which we all can live out, for optimality of 

wellness, blissfulness and fulfillment. The entire deliberation is based on 

the hypothesis that our own, truly evolved, empowered and emergent 

individuality has potentials to be a perfect example of marriage between 

science and art. The idea and idealism of marriage must be internalized in 

its universality-holism of meaningfulness and not only as a situation 

between man and woman. If the marriage works its true magic; individual’s 

life-living attains its optimal blissfulness and fulfillment. Therefore, every 

aware and empowered woman and man must truly decipher the holism of 

the idea of union-mutuality of science and art of reality in life-living. 

Our body and brain have mechanisms and processes, which science helps 

us decipher. Most men and women are not fully aware of them. The body-

brain structures and their functionality in interactions with milieus; both 

inside and outside, create potentials of probabilities of brilliant artistries. 

Most men and women do not invest in these artistries. These probabilities 

are value-neutral. It needs a qualified artistry of consciousness to align with 

propitious probabilities and un-align with pathological ones. These 

artistries are tools of true prosperity and blissfulness, which also need to be 

understood, accepted and internalized. 

This eBooks journeys you through all such landscapes of science and 

artistry of life-living, as it deals with a golden Probability of life-living, 

which we are metaphorically calling the Fifth Force. This Liberty is a 

Probability, only because of the munificent Magnanimity of Science. 

Otherwise my stupidity and illiterate consciousness has no wherewithal to 

talk to you; especially about science. Welcome. 
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